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Abstract

This paper studies evenly distributed sets of natural numbers and their applications to scheduling
in a distributed environment. Such sets, called smooth sets, have the property that their quantity
within each interval is proportional to the size of the interval, up to a bounded additive deviation;
namely, for ρ,∆ ∈ R a set A of natural numbers is (ρ,∆)-smooth if abs(|I| · ρ− |I ∩A|) < ∆ for any
interval I ⊂ N.

The current paper studies scheduling persistent clients on a single slot-oriented resource in a
flexible, predictable and distributed manner. Each client γ has a given rate ργ that defines the share
of the resource he is entitled to receive and the goal is a smooth schedule in which, for some predefined
∆, each client γ is served in a (ργ ,∆)-smooth set of slots (natural numbers). The paper focuses
on a distributed environment where each client by itself (without any inter-client communication)
resolves (computes), slot after slot, whether or not it owns this slot. The paper presents extremely
efficient schedules under which a client resolves each slot in a constant time.

The paper considers two scheduling frameworks. The first one, the Flat Scheduling Framework,
is the common problem where the rates of the clients are given a priori. In the second and novel
framework, the Open-Market Scheduling Framework, fractions of the resource are bought and sold
by dealers. Each dealer, upon receiving his set of slots, may choose either to become a client and use
his share, or to remain a dealer and sell fractions of his share to other dealers. In this framework,
the allocation process is highly distributed; moreover, fractions of several resources can be combined
into a single virtual resource of new capabilities.

The paper presents two scheduling techniques. Both techniques, in both frameworks, produce
smooth schedules with highly efficient distributed resolutions — a client resolves each slot in O(1)
time on a RAM with a moderate number of memory words, all of a small size. Each technique
has its pros and cons. For example, one technique utilizes 100% of the resource but its resolution
algorithm requires a number of words which is linear in the number of clients; the other technique
utilizes only 99% of the resource but its resolution algorithm requires just O(1) words.

One of these techniques yields a solution to Tijdeman’s Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Prob-
lem which outperforms prior solutions. The other technique naturally extends to the problem of
scheduling multiple resources, under the restriction that a client may be served concurrently by at
most one resource. The extension yields the first solution to this problem having efficient distributed
resolution. Prior solutions produce a special type of smooth scheduling called P-fair scheduling, are
centralized, and are less efficient than ours.

Keywords: Persistent scheduling, Smooth scheduling, Distributed Resolution, Scheduling of multiple
resources, P-fair Scheduling
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1 Introduction

1.1 Smooth and Distributed Scheduling

This paper studies evenly distributed sets of natural numbers and their applications to scheduling in
a distributed environment. Such sets, called smooth sets, have the property that their quantity within
each interval is proportional to the size of the interval, up to a bounded additive deviation; namely,
for ρ, ∆ ∈ R a set A of natural numbers is (ρ, ∆)-smooth if abs(|I| · ρ − |I ∩ A|) < ∆ for any interval
I ⊂ N; a set A is ∆-smooth if it is (ρ, ∆)-smooth for some real number ρ. An earlier paper of us [27]
establishes the concept of smooth sets and the current paper builds on the mathematical infrastructure
constructed there. An accompanying paper [26] studies applications of smooth sets to scheduling in a
centralized environment.

As demonstrated in this paper and in [26], smooth sets are highly attractive for scheduling persistent
clients [10] having pre-defined rates on a single slot-oriented resource in a flexible and predictable
manner. In this framework, time is divided into discrete slots and in each slot the resource (e.g., a
broadcast channel) may serve at most one client (e.g., a transmitter). Each client γ has a pre-defined
rate ργ ∈ [0, 1] that defines the share of the resource he is entitled to receive. A smooth schedule for such
a problem is a schedule in which, for some predefined ∆, each client γ is served in a (ργ , ∆)-smooth
set of slots (natural numbers). Such a schedule enjoys the following two attractive properties. Proper
rate — the average amount of service received by a client γ in the long-run is a ργ fraction of the
resource. Bounded deviation — the number of slots a client γ receives during any k consecutive
slots deviates from his nominal share of k · ργ by less than a pre-specified constant.

We apply a novel approach to scheduling in which the scheduling process is divided into two stages.
In the allocation stage each client is allocated an infinite set of slots that is generated via abstract
mathematical operations. In the online stage an algorithm computes, slot after slot, the client which
is served in this slot. This contrast most previous approaches in which the allocation is just a by-
product of the online algorithm. Moreover, the mathematical operations we use enable exceedingly
fast online algorithms working in a constant time per slot. (The allocation stage is also efficient and
takes polynomial time.) This contrast most other algorithms that produce smooth schedules (e.g.,
[12, 13, 30]) as they are based on priority queues and their time per slot is at least logarithmic in the
size of the queues.

Most of the work on scheduling persistent clients, including our accompanying paper [26], consider
a (single) centralized online algorithm that computes, slot after slot, the owner of the slot. In contrast,
this paper focuses on distributed resolution of the allocation in which each client independently
(without any inter-client communication) resolves (computes), slot after slot, whether or not he owns
the slot.

This paper presents two scheduling techniques; the first technique has a resolution algorithm of
O(1) time per slot on a RAM having O(n) memory words when n is the number of clients; the second
technique has a resolution algorithm of O(1) time per slot on a RAM having O(1) memory words; the
words of both RAMs are of a small1 width. The allocated set of slots2 and their resolvers are also
generated efficiently, in polynomial time.

Our first technique yields a solution to Tijdeman’s Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem
which outperforms prior solutions (Section 2). The other technique naturally extends to the problem
of scheduling multiple resources, under the restriction that a client may be served concurrently by at
most one resource (Section 1.4). The extension yields the first solution to this problem having efficient
distributed resolution — it resolves each slot in O(1) time per slot on a RAM having O(1) memory
words. Prior algorithms for this problem [13, 12] produce a special type of smooth schedule called
P-fair schedule [12]. These algorithms are centralized, and the fastest one [13] works in O(m log n)
time per slot on a RAM having O(n) memory words, where n is the number of clients and m is the
number of resources.

Finally, our work demonstrates that smooth schedules are highly attractive for scheduling commu-
nication links (Section 7) and, in particular, for scheduling the links of a connection-oriented packet

1The bounds on the number of memory words and their width are critical; without one of them it is a simple matter to
encode the entire schedule in a finite number of words and to retrieve the resolution of the slots, one by one, in constant
time.

2What is generated in polynomial time is, of course, not an infinite set of slots, but a finite encoding of such a set.
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switching network [26]. It also demonstrates that in many applications the difference between a 2-
smooth schedule (as in [12]) and, for example, an 11-smooth schedule (as some of the schedules produced
here) is not essential.

1.2 Scheduling Frameworks

We henceforth identify the slots of the resource with the natural numbers and use the following nota-
tions. For a set A of slots (natural numbers) if the limit lim|I|→∞(|A∩I|/|I|) exists where I ranges over

the intervals of natural numbers3, then this limit is called the rate of A. Note that a (ρ, ∆)-smooth
set has rate ρ. For a finite set of clients Γ, a Γ-allocation is a system {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} of disjoint sets of
natural numbers. Such an allocation is ∆-smooth if every Aγ is ∆-smooth; the allocation is smooth if
it is ∆-smooth for some ∆.

We consider two scheduling frameworks. In the most rudimentary framework, the Flat Scheduling
Framework, there is a set of clients, each with a predefined rate. The goal is a smooth allocation
combined with an efficient resolution algorithm for each allocated set.

The second and novel Open-Market Framework is based on the paradigm of an open-market in
which fractions of the resource are bought and sold by dealers. The original owner of the resource sells
fractions of it to several dealers. Each dealer again sells fractions of his share, and so on. Each dealer
has a predefined fraction (rate) of the resource he wants to buy and it is implicity required that the
sum of the rates of the dealers buying from a certain dealer does not exceed the rate of that dealer.
Upon buying his share each dealer receives a subset of the slots having the desired rate. (This subset is
independent of what the dealer does later with his slots.) The dealer then may choose either to become
a client and use his share, or to remain a dealer and sell his share to other dealers. In this framework
the allocation process is highly distributed; moreover, fractions of several resources can be combined
into a single virtual resource of new capabilities, as illustrated in Section 7.

1.3 Scheduling Techniques

This work presents two scheduling techniques: the recursive technique and the intervals technique.
Both techniques have extremely efficient resolution algorithms of O(1) time per slot.
The recursive technique This technique works as follows. The slots of the resource are divided,
in a certain way, into several smooth sets having certain rates. With regard to scheduling, a resource
is just an infinite sequence of slots; hence, each such set constitutes a virtual resource which is again
recursively divided into sets, and so on.

The recursive technique in the flat scheduling context is summarized by the following theorem,
which uses the following terminology: A k-bit fraction is a number of the form l/2k for some l ∈ N and
a binary fraction is a number that is a k-bit fraction for some k. A k-bit RAM is a RAM having k-bit
words. (Such a RAM performs standard operations on these words in constant time.)

Theorem 2: Let {ργ | γ ∈ Γ} be an instance of the flat scheduling problem s.t. Σγ∈Γ ργ ≤ 1. Then
there is a 4-smooth allocation {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} s.t. each Aγ has rate ργ . Moreover4, if all the ργ are k-bit
fractions then each Aγ has a resolver of O(|Γ|) memory words and O(1) time per slot on any Ω(k)-bit
RAM.

(The numbering of this theorem, as well as of the other theorems stated in the introduction, follows
that of the main part of the paper.) The binary base in the above theorem is not mandatory; e.g., the
last requirement, that the rates are k-bit fractions, can be replaced by the requirement that the rates
are k-digit decimal fractions.

In the open-market context the recursive technique has the additional big-portion restriction: A
dealer may not sell a very large fraction of his share to any single buyer. To be specific, the α-portion
restriction is the restriction that a dealer does not sell a fraction greater than α to any single buyer. We
present the recursive technique with α = 2/3 and the following theorem is a weak version of Theorem
3 that summarizes the recursive technique in the open-market context.

3That is, there is a real number ρ s.t. for any ǫ > 0, for all sufficiently large intervals I, we have abs(|A∩I|/|I|−ρ) < ǫ.
4The theorem without this last addition is already known; in fact, Tijdeman [30] has shown that there is such a

2-smooth allocation; more on Tijdeman’s work is discussed in Section 2.
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Theorem 3’: In the open-market context and under the 2/3-portion restriction the recursive tech-
nique assigns to any dealer (or client) γ a 6-smooth set Aγ with the appropriate rate. Moreover, if
the rates of all the dealers and all the clients are k-bit fractions then Aγ can be resolved in O(1) time
per slot using O(N) memory words on any Ω(k)-bit RAM, where N is the total number of dealers and
clients.

The above numbers 2/3 and 6 are interdependent; for a general α ∈ [0, 1) the recursive technique under
the α-portion restriction produces a O(1/(1 − α))-smooth allocation.
The Intervals Technique This technique applies a reduction from allocation of slots to allocation
of sub-intervals of the unit interval; namely, it is based on a one-to-one partial function from the unit
interval into the natural numbers s.t. an interval of length ρ is mapped onto a subset of the natural
numbers with rate ρ. Thus, this technique allocates disjoint sets of slots by allocating disjoint real
intervals and applying the above function on these intervals. The following theorem summarizes the
intervals technique in the flat scheduling context. In this theorem, a number is a k-bit rational if it is
the ratio of two k bit numbers.

Theorem 7: Let {ργ | γ ∈ Γ} be an instance of the flat scheduling problem s.t. Σγ∈Γ ργ ≤ 0.99.
Then there is an 11-smooth allocation {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} s.t. each Aγ has rate ργ . Moreover, if ργ is a k-bit
rational then Aγ has a resolver of O(1) memory words and O(1) time per slot on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

In the open-market context the only restriction on the rates of the buyers is that their sum is not
greater than the rate of the seller. Unfortunately, the set of slots allocated to a dealer is not necessarily
smooth. (In the recursive technique these sets are smooth.) However, any such set with rate ρ′ has an
11-smooth subset with rate 0.99 · ρ′. Thus, a dealer who wants to become a client with rate ρ should
buy a set with rate ρ′ = (1/0.99) · ρ and use a 0.99 fraction of this set. We henceforth refer to such ρ
and ρ′ as the net rate and the gross rate of the buyer. Dealers buy and sell sets having the appropriate
gross rates while clients use sets having the appropriate net rate. This is summarized by the following
theorem.

Theorem 6: In the open-market context the intervals technique allocates to any dealer γ a set Aγ

with the appropriate gross rate. When γ becomes a client he is allocated an 11-smooth set A′
γ ⊂ Aγ

with the appropriate net rate. Moreover, if the net rate of γ is a k-bit rational then A′
γ can be resolved

in O(1) memory words and O(1) time per slot on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

In both frameworks the above two numbers 0.99 and 11 are interdependent; in fact, the number 0.99
can be replaced with any 1− ǫ, where ǫ > 0; in this case the allocated sets are O(log(1/ǫ))-smooth. In
the intervals technique (in both frameworks) the dealers/clients are highly insensitive to each other, as
expressed by the following two properties. A client with a rational rate can resolve his set of slots in
O(1) time per slot using O(1) memory words on a RAM whose width depends only on the rate of this
(and no other) client. The second property, which is not mentioned by the above theorems, is that the
technique enables is piecewise allocation of slots; that is, a buyer/client can receive his set of slots on
his arrival, independently of any later buyers. This implies that in the flat scheduling framework the
set allocated to a client depends only on the preceding clients; in the open-market framework the set
of a buyer depends only on the set of its seller and on the rates of the previous buyers from that seller.
Actually, the dependency on the sets of the previous buyers/clients is very restricted — only the sum
of their rates (and not the manner this sum is divided into rates) is relevant. The recursive technique
lacks these properties.

1.4 Multiple Resources

A natural extension of our work concerns scheduling of m identical resources where the sum of the
rates of the clients is (of course) at most m and the rate of each client is at most one. If it is permitted
to serve a single client by several resources in one slot then it is easy to transform any scheduling
technique of a single resource into a scheduling technique of several identical resources, as indicated in
[12]; see also Subsection 6.3.

However, in some applications (e.g., CPU scheduling) a client may be served concurrently by at
most one resource. As pointed out by Liu [28] and again by Baruah et al. [12] “the simple fact
that a client can use only one resource even when several resources are free at the same time adds
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a surprising amount of difficulty” (to the scheduling problem). Surprisingly, it turns out that in our
intervals technique this is not the case. Namely, a straightforward extension of the technique provides
allocation having the same smoothness and efficient resolvers, as well as other properties, of the single
resource case.

This extension yields the first smooth schedule with efficient distributed resolvers for the above
problem and these resolvers are of O(1) time per slot and O(1) memory words. Prior algorithms
for this problem [13, 12] produce smooth schedules of a special type called P-fair schedules [12], are
centralized, and the fastest one [13] works in O(m log n) time per slot and O(n) memory words, where
n is the number of clients and m is the number of resources. P-fair scheduling is further discussed in
Section 2.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work, Sections 3 and 5
review notations and lemmas from [27] which are used in the recursive technique and in the intervals
technique, respectively. Sections 4 and 6 establish the recursive technique and the intervals technique,
respectively, and Section 7 presents a scheduling application that demonstrates the advantages of our
approach.

2 Related Work

Our work is related to various works on assignment and scheduling problems, as follows.
The Chairman Assignment Problem. An early scheduling problem, due to Tijdeman [30], is the
following Chairman Assignment Problem. There is a union of several states, each having a positive
weight. Every year a union chairman has to be selected in “such a manner that no state has a good
reason to complain”. Casting this problem into the framework of our work, the objective is that the
rate of the set of years assigned to a state is proportional to its weight and is ∆-smooth for a ∆ which
is as small as possible. This problem is a special case of our flat allocation problem in which the sum
of the rates is one and all the slots are required to be allocated. Tijdeman [30] proved that any such
problem has a solution with a 2-smooth5 allocation. Moreover, an algorithm of O(log n) time per slot,
where n is the number of states, is implicit in his solution. Later and similar solutions are implicit in
[16, 12]. Baruah et al. [14] studied a dynamic variant of the problem, in which clients (states) may
leave and join the system (union), and thus change the rates of the other clients.

Tijdeman, in the same paper [30], has presented the Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem
which is the following generalization of the above problem. There is an hierarchial grouping of states
into organizations. That is, states are grouped into unions, unions are grouped into federations, and
so on. The overall organization has a yearly assigned chairman, and this assignment has to be smooth,
not only w.r.t. the states, but also w.r.t. any organization (union, federation, etc.). Tijdeman [30] has
presented a solution of this problem in which ∆ = l+1, where l is the depth of the hierarchial structure
of the organizations.

Our recursive technique, in the open-market context, solves the following variant of the Hierar-
chial Chairman Assignment Problem. Our variant is somewhat weaker and somewhat stronger than
Tijdeman’s problem. It is stronger since we require the set of years (slots) assigned to an organization
(dealer) to be independent of the manner this organization is divided into sub-organizations. Our prob-
lem is weaker since we require the grouping to obey a reasonable big-portion restriction; for example,
we may require that no sub-organization of an organization has more than 90% of the latter rate. Our
recursive technique establishes the following theorem.

Theorem 4: Any instance of the Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem obeying an α-portion
restriction for α ∈ (0, 1) has an allocation in which any organization is allocated an O(1/(1−α))-smooth
set with the appropriate rate. ⋄

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first solution to the Hierarchial Chairman Assignment
Problem in which the deviation is independent of the depth of the hierarchial structure of the organi-
zations.
Fast Distributed Resolution. To the best of our knowledge, the only previously known schedules
with distributed resolutions of O(1) time per slot are the perfectly-periodic schedules introduced by
Bar-Noy, Nisgav and Patt-Shamir [11] and further studied in [17, 9]. Their approach takes to the

5Tijdeman measured smoothness in a slightly different manner than ours; we cast his results into our terminology.
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extreme the concept of ‘as evenly distributed as possible’; namely, the time-slots allocated to a client
are required to constitute an arithmetic sequence. Hence, the rate of each client is required to be 1/p
for some p ∈ N. This approach is extremely inflexible: not only the rates themselves are highly limited,
but many combinations of rates with sum less than one, such as the pair (1/2, 1/3), are impossible
to schedule. Our work shows that fast and distributed resolution can be achieved with almost no
restrictions on the rates.
Periodic Scheduling. The periodic scheduling problem, e.g [24, 22, 15], addresses the issue of CPU
scheduling, as follows. There are n tasks (clients) and each task γ is associated with two natural
numbers eγ ≤ pγ . The schedule has to allocate the CPU to a task γ for exactly eγ time-slots in
each interval of the form [pγk, pγ(k + 1)) for k ∈ N. This framework, which is intended for CPU
scheduling, is unsuitable for many other applications since it may produce highly unsmooth schedules,
as demonstrated in Section 7.
P-fair Scheduling. A variant of the periodic scheduling problem which implies smooth scheduling
is the P-fair Scheduling Problem introduced by Baruah et al. [12] and further studied in [13, 2, 29,
21, 19, 5, 3, 4, 6, 18]. In this variant there are m identical resources (rather than just a single one)
and a task may be served concurrently by at most one resource. The variant requires that, for each t,
during the first t slots each task γ is scheduled either ⌈pγ/eγ · t⌉ or ⌊pγ/eγ · t⌋ slots; such a schedule is
2-smooth [27]. Note that in the case of a single resource this problem is essentially the (non-hierarchial)
Chairman Assignment Problem mentioned above. Moreover, the P-fair scheduling problem is essentially
a restricted variant of the multiple resources version of our flat scheduling problem; in this variant the
only restriction on the rates of the clients is that their sum is at most 1 and the scheduling is required
to be 2-smooth.

All the works on P-fair scheduling consider centralized scheduling algorithms and the currently
fastest one, due to Baruah et al. [13], works in O(m log n) time per slot on a RAM with O(n) memory
words of a small width. In this paper we solve a scheduling problem that differs from the P-fair
problem in three main aspects: Our online scheduling algorithm is distributed rather than centralized.
The sum of the rates of the clients must not exceed 0.99 · m (rather than m) and the allocation is
11-smooth (rather than 2-smooth or P-fair). In many applications, however, the difference between a
2-smooth schedule and an 11-smooth schedule is not essential. As said, our distributed online algorithm
is exceedingly fast and each client resolves each slot in O(1) time on a RAM of O(1) memory words of
width k, where the rate of the client in question is a k-bit rational. Furthermore, our technique works
also in the novel open-market framework in which the allocation process is highly distributed.

Our accompanying paper on centralized scheduling [26] solves another variant of the P-fair problem.
Again, this variant differs from the P-fair problem in requiring that the sum of the rates is at most
0.99 · m and in producing a 10-smooth allocation. Our algorithm works in, essentially, O(m) time per
slot on a RAM with O(n) memory words of a small width. This is a significant improvement to the
prior fastest such algorithm [13] that works in O(m log n) time per slot on a RAM with O(n) memory
words. Moreover, that paper [26] introduces a novel approach in which each resource independently
computes, slot after slot, which client to serve in this slot. The paper presents such an algorithm that
works in, essentially, O(1) time per slot on a RAM with O(n) memory words of a small width.
The Broadcast Disk Problem. Another problem that is somewhat similar to our work is the
Broadcast Disk Problem [1, 8, 23]. In this framework there is a database of m pages (clients) each
associated with the probability that a random user wishes to access the page. The resource in this case
is a broadcast channel that in each slot can broadcast at most M pages. The goal is to schedule the
broadcast of the pages in such a way that minimizes the average waiting time of the random user.

Although this problem seems somewhat similar to ours scheduling problems, it comes out that the
concept of rate, which is critical in our work, is completely absent inthe broadcast problem. Namely, an
instance of this problem can have two optimal schedules in which the rates of the same page are different
and can have a third optimal solution in which this page does not have a rate. For example, consider
the case of m = 2, M = 1 and the two probabilities of the pages a and b are 3/4 and 1/4. Following
arguments of Anily et al. [7], each of the following two periodic schedules are optimal: ababab · · · and
aabaabaab · · · . The rate of b is 1/2 in the first schedule and 1/3 in the second one. Its not hard to
“mix” these two solutions into a third optimal solution in which the set of slots allocated to b has no
rate.
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3 Imported Tools - Part 1

As said, this paper builds on the mathematical infrastructure of smooth sets developed in [27]. This
section reviews notations and lemmas from there which are used by the recursive technique; Section 5
reviews notations and lemmas which are used by the intervals technique. Full proofs and elaborations
are available in [27].
Smooth Sets. Recall that a set A ⊂ N is (ρ, ∆)-smooth if abs(|I| · ρ − |I ∩ A|) < ∆ for any finite
interval I of N; a set is ∆-smooth if it is (ρ, ∆)-smooth for some ρ.

Lemma 1: [27] Let A, B ⊂ N be (ρ1, ∆1)-smooth and (ρ2, ∆2)-smooth, respectively. Then:

a. If A ∩ B = ∅ then A ∪ B is (ρ1 + ρ2, ∆1 + ∆2)-smooth.

b. The set N \ A is (1 − ρ1, ∆1)-smooth.

c. If B ⊂ A then A \ B is (ρ1 − ρ2, ∆1 + ∆2)-smooth.

Lemma 2: [27, 25] A (ρ, 1)-smooth set A ⊂ N exists for any 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.

The following two lemmas concern 1-smooth sets; the first one provides an arithmetic characterization
of the 1-smooth sets and the second one shows that any 1-smooth set with a rational rate can be
resolved efficiently, in constant time. To that end, for x ∈ R, define B′

ρ,x , ⌊Z · (1/ρ) + x⌋ ∩ N and

B′′
ρ,x , ⌈Z · (1/ρ) + x⌉ ∩ N.

Lemma 3: [27] Let 0 < ρ ≤ 1. Then:

a. B′
ρ,x is (ρ, 1)-smooth for any x.

b. B′′
ρ,x is (ρ, 1)-smooth for any x.

c. Any (ρ, 1)-smooth set is either of the form of Statement (a) or of the form of Statement (b).

Lemma 4: [27] Let B be (ρ, 1)-smooth and let 0 < ρ = p/q and p, q ∈ N. Then B = B′
ρ,i′/p = B′′

ρ,i′′/p

for some integers 0 ≤ i′, i′′ < q.

Composition of Sets. The recursive technique is based on set composition, defined as follows. For
A, B ⊂ N the set composition of A and B is the subset D of A s.t., for all i, the i-th member of A is
in D iff the i-th member of N is in B and A has an i-th member. In other words, the composition of
A and B is A ◦ B , {n ∈ A : |[0, n) ∩ A| ∈ B}. Note that for any D ⊂ A there is a set B ⊂ N s.t.
D = A ◦ B and, when A is infinite, this B is unique.

Lemma 5: [27] Composition of sets is an associative operator.

The following lemma shows that the composition of two smooth sets is smooth and moreover, under
some restrictions, A ◦ B is as smooth as A.

Lemma 6: [27] Let A and B be (ρ1, ∆1)-smooth and (ρ2, ∆2)-smooth subsets of N. Then:

a. A ◦ B is (ρ1 · ρ2, ρ2 · ∆1 + ∆2)-smooth.

b. If ∆2 = 1 and ρ2 ≤ (∆1 − 1)/∆1 then A ◦ B is (ρ1 · ρ2, ∆1)-smooth.

Given a (ρ, ∆)-smooth set A and two positive numbers β1 and β2 with β1 + β2 = 1, it is sometimes
desirable to partition A into two sets A1 and A2 s.t. each Ai is (ρ · βi, ∆)-smooth. The following
theorem, which is the cornerstone of our recursive technique, provides such a partition under some
restrictions on β1 and β2.

Theorem 1: [27] Let A ⊆ N be (ρ, ∆)-smooth and let β1 + β2 = 1 with β1, β2 ≤ (∆ − 1)/∆. Then
there is a partition of A into 〈A1, A2〉 s.t. each Ai is (βi · ρ, ∆)-smooth. In fact, for any partition of N

into 〈B1, B2〉 where each Bi is (βi, 1)-smooth, the sets A1 = A ◦B1 and A2 = A ◦B2 satisfy the above
requirement.

The above requirement ‘β1, β2 ≤ (∆ − 1)/∆’ is mandatory, as stated by the next lemma.

Lemma 7: [27] Let 0 < ρ < 1 and ∆ ≥ 1. Then there is a (ρ, ∆)-smooth set A s.t. for any β < 1
which is close enough to 1 there is no subset of A which is (ρ · β,∆)-smooth.
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4 The Recursive Technique

This section presents our first scheduling technique, the recursive technique, which is based on com-
position of smooth sets and works as follows. The slots of the resource are divided, in a certain way,
into several smooth sets having certain rates. With regard to scheduling, a resource is just an infinite
sequence of slots. Hence, each such set constitutes a virtual resource which is again recursively divided
into sets, and so on.

In both frameworks this technique, as the other scheduling technique, produces a smooth schedule
having highly efficient resolution algorithms of O(1) time per slot on a RAM with a moderate number
of words of a small width. This O(1) resolution requires that the binary-fraction restriction is met
— all rates are of the form l/2j for some l, j ∈ N. In addition, this technique also has an efficient
polynomial allocation algorithm and the resolution programs are also generated in polynomial time.

In the flat framework the technique produces a 4-smooth allocation. In the open-market framework
the technique produces a 6-smooth allocation, while having the additional 2/3-portion restriction — a
dealer can not sell a portion greater than 2/3 of his share to any single buyer. (The numbers 2/3 and
6 are interdependent.)

This section is organized as follows. Subsection 4.1 studies resolution of composed sets and Sub-
sections 4.2 and 4.3 present the recursive technique in the flat framework and in the open-market
framework, respectively. The recursive technique, without the issue of fast resolution, is quite simple.
Therefore, it is recommended to read the rest of this section in two passes. The first pass should ignore
all the claims and arguments related to resolution and, in particular, should skip Subsection 4.1. This
pass suffices to establish our solution to the Tijdeman’s Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem.

4.1 Resolution of Composed Sets

Recall that a resolution algorithm of a set of slots (natural numbers) is an algorithm that resolves, slot
after slot, whether the slot belongs or does not belong to the set. This subsection studies the subject
of resolving composed sets and, in particular, how to combine two resolution algorithms of sets A and
B into a resolution algorithm for the set A ◦ B.

We assume that the resolution algorithm is performed on the popular RAM model of computation
[20]. Specifically, the RAM memory is organized in binary words of k bits, each having a distinct k-bit
address. Such a RAM is called a RAM of width k or a k-bit RAM. Each of the following operations
takes one time unit (step) on such a RAM: memory access; the basic arithmetic operations on words
(addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, all modulo 2k); the basic logical operations on words
(¬,∧ and ∨); comparing two words and branching accordingly; and calling a subroutine.

We refer to a resolution algorithm of a set A of slots as a resolver of A. A resolver operates on a
RAM of a predefined width; such a resolver is of space s and time t if it uses at most s memory words
and resolves each slot in at most t time units. Recall that a number is a k-bit rational if it is the ratio
of two k-bit numbers. The following lemma is implied by Lemma 4.

Lemma 8: Any 1-smooth set whose rate is a k-bit rational has a resolver of O(1) time and O(1)
space on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

Let us fix ζ to be a number, provided by the previous lemma, s.t. any 1-smooth set whose rate is a
k-bit rational has a resolver of ζ time and O(1) space on the k-bit RAM.

To facilitate resolution of composed sets, we assume that a resolver is implemented as follows. It
is a subroutine that is called with no arguments and returns either one or zero, denoting whether the
next slot belongs or does not belong to the set it resolves. The resolver uses a subroutine, called ONE,
that returns the constant value 1. A resolver returns 1 only by calling, directly or indirectly, that
subroutine and returning the value provided by the subroutine; the resolver use this ONE subroutine
only in the above manner. It follows from the definition of composition of sets that given a resolver
RA1

of A1 ⊂ N and a resolver RA2
of A2 ⊂ N, a resolver of A1 ◦ A2 is obtained by replacing every call

to ONE in RA1
with a call to RA2

; this resolver is referred to as RA1
◦ RA2

. The following lemma is
straightforward.

Lemma 9: Consider a RAM of a fixed width. Let A1, A2 ⊂ N have resolvers RA1
of t1 time and s1

space and RA2
of t2 time and s2 space, respectively. Then RA1

◦ RA2
resolves A1 ◦ A2 in t1 + t2 time

and s1 + s2 space.
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A resolver is of amortized time 〈t, l〉 or, in short, of 〈t, l〉 time, if any k consecutive calls to the
resolver consume at most t · (k + l) time. For a set A ⊂ N, let rate(A) denote the rate of A.

Lemma 10: Consider a RAM of a fixed width. Let A1 ⊂ N be a ∆-smooth set having a resolver RA1

of 〈t1, l〉 time and s1 space, and let A2 ⊂ N have a resolver RA2
of t2 time and s2 space s.t. t2 ·∆ ≤ t1.

Then RA1
◦ RA2

resolves A1 ◦ A2 in 〈t1 + rate(A1) · t2, l + 1〉 time and s1 + s2 space.

Proof: Let I be an interval, let k = |I| and let TI be the total time consumed by RA1
◦ RA2

for
resolving the integers (slots) of I. Then:

TI ≤ t1 · (k + l) + t2 · |A1 ∩ I| since RA1
, RA2

are of 〈t1, l〉, t2 time, respectively
< t1 · (k + l) + t2 · (rate(A1) · k + ∆) since A1 is ∆-smooth and t2 > 0
≤ t1 · (k + l) + t2 · rate(A1) · k + t1 since t2 · ∆ ≤ t1
≤ (t1 + t2 · rate(A1)) · (k + l + 1) since t2, l ≥ 0.

That is, RA1
◦ RA2

is indeed of 〈t1 + rate(A1) · t2, l + 1〉 time.

For A, D ⊂ N, D is a (ρ, ∆)-quotient of A if D = A ◦ B for some (ρ, ∆)-smooth B. A real function
w is steep if w : [0, 1] → R and 3ζ(y − x) ≤ w(x) − w(y) for any 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1. Such a function is
monotonic decreasing and w(y) + ζ · y ≤ w(y · 2/3). This and Lemmas 8 and 10 implies:

Lemma 11: Let w be a steep function with w(1) ≥ ∆ζ and let A be a ∆-smooth set having a
resolver of 〈w(rate(A)), l〉 time and s space on a k-bit RAM. Let r ≤ 2/3 be a k-bit rational and B
be a (r, 1)-quotient of A. Then B has a resolver of 〈w(rate(B)), l + 1〉 time and s + O(1) space on the
k-bit RAM.

The following lemma shows that the time of a resolver can be ‘deamortized’.

Lemma 12: Let A ⊂ N have a resolver of 〈t, l〉 time and s space on a certain RAM. Then A can be
resolved in O(t) time and s + O(l) space on this RAM.

Proof: Let R be the above resolver of 〈t, l〉 time and s space, and consider the following resolver, R′.
It follows the steps of R while spreading them evenly between its calls. To achieve that, R′ computes
ahead the output bits; that is, when it answers the i-th call it had already computed several additional
bits (but keeps them a secret).

To this end, R′ maintains a FIFO queue of pending output bits whose size is at most l + 2. In each
call, R′ simulates R and this simulation may generate several output bits which R′ stores in the queue.
The simulation terminates either when R′ has simulated t steps of R or when the queue is full; R′ then
removes the first bit from the queue and returns this value. In the initial state the queue contains the
first l + 1 bits of A. It remains to show that R′ does not fail; that is, that the queue is never empty
when R′ tries to remove a bit from it.

To show that the i-th call to R′ does not fail, let h be the maximum integer s.t. h ≤ i + 1 and the
queue contains l + 1 bits in the beginning of the h-th call. Such a h exists since the queue starts with
l + 1 bits. If h = i + 1 then we are done. Otherwise, let I ′ = [h, i]; for any j ∈ I ′, R′ simulates exactly
t steps of R during its j-th call. Let Y be the set of the steps of R simulated by R′ during I ′. Let I
be the minimum interval of integers s.t. R performs all the steps of Y during its calls associated with
the slots of this interval. Let x be the number of steps performed by R during I. We have:

|I ′| · t = |Y | ≤ x ≤ t · (|I| + l)

The last inequality follows from the fact that R is of 〈t, l〉 amortized time. Thus, |I ′| ≤ l + |I|. During
I ′ the resolver R′ tries to remove exactly |I ′| bits from the queue and adds at least |I| − 1 new bits to
the queue; since the queue starts with l + 1 bits, the i-th call to R′ does not fail.

4.2 The Flat Scheduling

This subsection presents the recursive technique in the context of the flat scheduling problem. The
constructed schedule is 4-smooth and under the binary-fraction restriction it has O(1) time resolvers.
This subsection uses the following notations, some of which are already defined in the introduction. Let
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Γ be a finite set of clients. A Γ-allocation is a system {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} of disjoint sets of natural numbers.
Such an allocation is ∆-smooth if every Aγ is ∆-smooth; the allocation is smooth if it is ∆-smooth for
some ∆. A rate function ρ over Γ is a function that assigns to each γ ∈ Γ a real number ρ(γ) ∈ [0, 1]
called the rate of γ. For D ⊂ N, a ρ-allocation of D is a system {Aγ ⊂ D | γ ∈ Γ} of disjoint subsets
of D with rate(Aγ) = ρ(γ).

An allocation request is an ordered triple 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 s.t. Γ is a finite set of clients, ρ is a rate function
over Γ, D is a subset of N having a rate and

∑

γ∈Γ
ρ(γ) ≤ rate(D). In the general case, a solution

of such a request is a smooth ρ-allocation of D and a resolver of each of the sets of the allocation.
However, we will usually have additional requirements on the request and on the solution; for example
the requirement may be that the request obeys the 2/3-portion restriction — ρ(γ) ≤ 2/3 · rate(D) for
each γ ∈ Γ. Under this formulation, the flat scheduling problem presented in the introduction is a
special case of such a problem. An allocation request 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 is tight if

∑

γ∈Γ
ρ(γ) = rate(D) > 0 and

each ρ(γ) > 0.
The ‘divide and conquer’ idea, which is the essence of the recursive technique, is summarized by the

following lemma which is based on composition of sets and follows directly from Lemma 2 and from
the fact that rate(A ◦ B) = rate(A) · rate(B) if the last two rates exists.

Lemma 13: Let 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 be a tight allocation request with |Γ| > 1. Then there are two tight
allocation requests, 〈D1, Γ1, ρ1〉 and 〈D2, Γ2, ρ2〉, s.t. (D1, D2) is a partition of D, (Γ1, Γ2) is a partition
of Γ and for each j ∈ {1, 2} :

a. The function ρj is the restriction of ρ to Γj .

b. The set Dj is a (r, 1)-quotient of D for some r.

c. Either |Γj | = 1 or rate(Dj) ≤ 2/3 · rate(D).

We refer to the pair of requests 〈D1, Γ1, ρ1〉 and 〈D2, Γ2, ρ2〉 provided by the above lemma as a 2/3-
decomposition of 〈D, Γ, ρ〉. Note that if Aj =

{

Aγ | γ ∈ Γj
}

is a ρj-allocation of Dj for each j ∈ {1, 2}

then the union of the allocations, A1 ∪A2 , {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ}, is a ρ-allocation of D that conforms to the
original request.

A k-bit fraction is a binary-fraction of the form l/2k for some l ∈ Z; i.e., it is a number having
a binary representation with k bits to the right of the binary point. Note that the set of the k-bit
fractions is closed under addition and subtraction. Also, note that a k-bit fraction which is smaller
than 1 is a (k + 1)-bit rational, and that the ratio of two, smaller than 1, k-bit fractions is a k-bit
rational.

Lemma 14: Let ∆ ≥ 3, let D be ∆-smooth and let 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 be an allocation request. Then there is
a ρ-allocation of D {Aγ ⊂ D | γ ∈ Γ} such that:

a. Each Aγ is (∆ + 1)-smooth.

b. Let w be a steep function with w(1) ≥ ∆ζ, let rate(D) and all the ρ(γ)’s be k-bit fractions and
let D have a resolver of 〈w(rate(D)), l〉 time and s space on the k-bit RAM. Then each Aγ has a
resolver of 〈w(rate(Aγ)) + ζ · rate(Aγ), l + |Γ|〉 time and s + O(|Γ|) space on the same RAM.

Proof: The proof is by induction on |Γ|. As usual, we prove a stronger and more complex version,
which is derived from the original lemma as follows:

1. The condition that D is ∆-smooth is replaced with the condition that either D is ∆-smooth or
|Γ| = 1 and D is (∆ + 1)-smooth.

2. The request is assumed to be tight.

This variant clearly implies the lemma. As the case of |Γ| = 1 is trivial, let |Γ| > 1. Let 〈D1, Γ1, ρ1〉 and
〈D2, Γ2, ρ2〉 be a 2/3-decomposition of 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 provided by Lemma 13. By the induction hypothesis,
the lemma holds for these two requests. The premise of the complex lemma (i.e., the first sentence of
that lemma), for each 〈Dj , Γj , ρj〉, follows from Lemma 6, both when |Γj | = 1 and when |Γj | > 1. Let
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{Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} be the union of the two allocations provided by the lemma for these two requests. We
now show that this allocation satisfies the conclusion of our lemma for the original request.

This allocation clearly satisfies statement (a). To establish statement (b), assume that the premise
of statement (b) holds for 〈D, Γ, ρ〉, w, k and l. For any Aγ we now show that it satisfies the conclusion
of statement (b). Let j be s.t. γ ∈ Γj .

Say first that |Γj | = 1. In this case Aγ = Dj is a (r, 1)-quotient of D for some r. Since ρ(γ)
and rate(D) are k-bit fractions, r is a k-bit rational. By Lemmas 8 and 10, Aγ has a resolver of
〈w(rate(D)) + ζ · rate(D), l + 1〉 time and s + O(1) space. The function w(x) + ζ · x is monotonic
decreasing; thus this resolver is of the required time.

Say next that |Γj | > 1. In this case Dj is a (r, 1)-quotient of D for some r ≤ 2/3. Since all the given
rates are k-bit fractions, r is a k-bit rational. Lemma 11 implies that the premise of statement (b)
holds with D, Γ, ρ, w, k and l replaced by Dj , Γj , ρj , w, k and l +1. Thus, by the induction hypothesis,
Aγ satisfies the conclusion of statement (b).

In the context of the flat problem, the recursive technique is derived from the special case of Lemma
14 with D = N, ∆ = 3 and, for example, w(x) = 3ζ(2−x). The resulting resolver is then ‘deamortizied’
by Lemma 12. This is summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Let {ργ | γ ∈ Γ} be an instance of the flat scheduling problem s.t. Σγ∈Γ ργ ≤ 1. Then
there is a 4-smooth allocation {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} s.t. each Aγ has rate ργ . Moreover, if all the ργ are k-bit
fractions then each Aγ has a resolver of O(|Γ|) memory words and O(1) time per slot on any Ω(k)-bit
RAM.

It is not hard to see that, under a certain encoding of certain subsets of N, the time complexity of
the allocation stage implicit in our construction is polynomial (in the length of a reasonable encoding
of the allocation request). The resolver implicit in Lemma 14 is a recursive program composed of
simple subroutines calling each other. However, the recursion in this program is actually a trivial left
recursion that can be easily eliminated. This leads to a single program that resolves all the allocated
sets; that is, the resolvers of distinct sets differ, not in the program, but in the width of the RAM,
in the initial content of the memory and in the number of words used. It is not hard to see that the
required memory initialization, and hence the entire resolver, can be constructed in polynomial time.

4.3 The Open-Market Scheduling

This subsection presents the recursive technique in the open-market context. Under the 2/3-portion
restriction, the scheduling constructed here is 6-smooth and under the additional binary-fraction re-
striction it also has resolvers of O(1) time and O(n) space on a RAM of a small width.

Lemma 15: Let D be 6-smooth and let 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 be an allocation request obeying the 2/3-portion
restriction. Then there is a ρ-allocation of D, {Aγ ⊂ D | γ ∈ Γ}, such that:

a. Each Aγ is 6-smooth.

b. Let w be a steep function with 2w(1) ≥ 6ζ and assume that rate(D) and all the ρ(γ)’s are k-bit
fractions and that D has a resolver of 〈2w(rate(D)), l〉 time and s space on the k-bit RAM. Then
each Aγ has a resolver of 〈2w(rate(Aγ)), l + |Γ|〉 time and O(|Γ|) + s space on the same RAM.

Proof: Without loss of generality we assume that the allocation request is tight and that |Γ| > 1. Let
〈D1, Γ1, ρ1〉 and 〈D2, Γ2, ρ2〉 be a 2/3-decomposition of 〈D, Γ, ρ〉 provided by Lemma 13. Let j ∈ {1, 2}.
By Lemma 13, Dj is a (r, 1)-quotient of D and the 2/3-portion restriction implies that r ≤ 2/3. Thus,
by Lemma 6(a), Dj is 5-smooth and 〈Dj , Γj , ρj〉 satisfies the premise of Lemma 14 for ∆ = 5. Let
{Aγ | γ ∈ Γ} be the union of the two allocations provided by Lemma 14 for the above two requests.

This allocation clearly satisfies statement (a). To establish statement (b), assume that the premise
of this statement holds for the original items, D, Γ, ρ, k, w and l. For any Aγ we now show that it
satisfies the conclusion of statement (b).

Let j be s.t. γ ∈ Γj . Define the function w′ by: w′(x) = w(x) + w(rate(D)). The following
requirments of Lemma 11 hold. The set D has a resolver of 〈w′(rate(D)), l〉 time and s space; the
function w′ is steep; w′(1) ≥ 6ζ; D is 6-smooth; r ≤ 2/3 and is a k-bit rational; and the set Dj is a
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(r, 1)-quotient of D. Thus, by Lemma 11, Dj has a resolver of 〈w′(rate(Dj)), l + 1〉 time and s + O(1)
space.

Define the function w′′ by: w′′(x) = 2w(x) − ζx. We have w′(rate(Dj)) = w(rate(Dj)) +
w(rate(D)) ≤ w(rate(Dj)) + w(rate(Dj)) − 3ζ(rate(D) − rate(Dj)) ≤ w′′(rate(Dj)). The following
requirements of statement (b) of Lemma 14 hold. The function w′′ is steep; w′′(1) ≥ ∆ζ, for ∆ = 5;
and Dj has a resolver of 〈w′′(rate(Dj)), l + 1〉 time and s + O(1) space. By this lemma, Aγ has
a resolver of 〈w′′(rate(Aγ)) + ζ · rate(Aγ), l + 1 + |Γj |〉 time and s + O(|Γj |) space. By definition,
w′′(rate(Aγ)) + ζ · rate(Aγ) = 2w(rate(Aγ)); i.e., this resolver is of the required time.

The recursive technique in the open-market context is based on the above lemma. The set of slots
of any dealer γ satisfies the following three invariants. It is 6-smooth, its rate is a binary-fraction, and
it has a resolver of 〈2w(ρ(γ)), l〉 time and O(l) space for some l and for a ceratin steep w: for example,
w(x) = 3ζ(2 − x). Note that N, the set of slots of the initial dealer, satisfies these invariants.

The following theorem summarizes the recursive technique in the open-market context. To this
end, a dealer γ1 is an ancestor of a dealer γ2 if γ2 bought his slots, directly or indirectly, from γ1. A
dealer γ3 affects a dealer γ2 if either γ3 is an ancestor of γ2 or γ3 is a direct buyer from an ancestor
of γ2. For a dealer γ, let F(γ) , {γ′ | γ′ affects γ}. Note that the set of slots of a dealer γ depends
only on the dealers of F(γ). The following theorem is implied by a simple induction using Lemma 15
augmented with Lemma 12.

Theorem 3: In the open-market context and under the 2/3-portion restriction the recursive technique
allocates to any dealer (or client) γ a 6-smooth set with the appropriate rate. Moreover, if the rates of
all the members of F(γ) are k-bit fractions then the set of γ can be resolved in O(1) time and O(|F(γ)|)
space on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

As in the flat scheduling problem, the allocation and resolvers provided by Theorem 3 can be con-
structed in polynomial time. We do not know if there is a scheduling technique that satisfies Theorem
3 without a big-portion restriction. However, a big-portion restriction is critical in Lemma 15, as
implied by Lemma 7.

Tijdeman’s Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem

Recall that Tijdeman’s Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem [30] is defined as follows. There
are several states, each having a positive weight and there is an hierarchial grouping of states into
organizations. That is, states are grouped into unions, unions are grouped into federations, and so
on. The overall organization has a yearly assigned chairman, and this assignment has to be smooth
(and with the appropriate rate) w.r.t. any organization (state, union, federation, etc.). Our recursive
scheduling technique, in the open-market context, solves a variant of this problem, as summarized by
the following theorem.

Theorem 4: Any instance of the Hierarchial Chairman Assignment Problem obeying an α-portion
restriction for α ∈ (0, 1) has an allocation in which any organization is allocated an O(1/(1−α))-smooth
set with the appropriate rate. ⋄

This theorem is established as follows. In our setting, the dealers play the roles of the organizations
and their rates is the accumulated rate of the corresponding states. Note that our scheduling problems
do not require that all the slots are assigned to clients whereas such a requirement is mandatory in
the chairman problem. However, it is easily verified that the recursive technique allocates all the slots
when the rates sum to 1. The recursive technique is presented here with α = 2/3 but it is not hard to
generalize it to all α ∈ (0, 1).

5 Imported Tools - Part 2

As said, this paper builds on the mathematical infrastructure of smooth sets developed in [27]. This
section reviews notations and lemmas from there which are used by the intervals technique. Full proofs
and elaborations are available in [27].
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The intervals technique is based on a one-to-one partial function from the unit interval into the
natural numbers s.t. an interval of length ρ is mapped onto a subset of the natural numbers with rate
ρ. To formalized this, we henceforth extend any function f to be defined on any set Z (not necessarily

a subset of the domain of f) by f(Z) , {f(z) | z ∈ Z ∧ f(z) is defined}. For a real interval Z, let
‖Z‖ denote the length of Z. A shuffle is a a partial one-to-one function f from the unit interval into
the natural numbers s.t. for any interval X ⊂ [0, 1), rate(f(X)) = ‖X‖. The intervals technique is
based on a shuffle having an additional property that the image of any interval can be ‘smoothed’ into
a smooth set by removing a small fraction of the interval, as stated by the next theorem which is the
cornerstone of our intervals technique.

Theorem 5: [27] There is a shuffle f s.t. for any 0 < ǫ and for any real interval X ⊂ [0, 1), there
exists an interval Y ⊂ X s.t. ‖X‖(1 − ǫ) ≤ ‖Y ‖ and f(Y ) is O(log(1/ǫ))-smooth.

Note that the length of the above X intervals, as well as their endpoints, are not necessarily rational.
The shuffle satisfying Theorem 5, constructed in [27], is denoted µ and is called the infinite bit

reversal function. This shuffle is related to the (finite) bit reversal permutation. The function µ is
defined only on binary-fractions in the unit interval. (Recall that binary fractions are numbers of the
form l/2j with j, l ∈ N. )Let x ∈ [0, 1) be a binary-fraction and let 0.α0α1α2 · · · be its binary expansion.
Then µ(x) ∈ N is the number whose binary expansion is · · ·α2α1α0. This definition is meaningful since
αi 6= 0 for finitely many i.

The intervals technique is based on the following two lemmas which use the following terminology.
Let n, j ∈ N. An (n × j)-interval is an interval X ⊂ [0, 1) of the form X = [l/2j , (l + n)/2j) for some
l ∈ N. We allow one or two of the parameters, n and j, to be replaced with a ∗ which stands for any
natural number. For example, a (∗ × j)-interval is an interval that is an (n × j)-interval for some n
(including the case of n = 0). An extreme interval is either the empty interval or a (∗ × ∗)-interval X
s.t. for some (1 × ∗)-interval Y , X ⊂ Y and X shares an endpoint with Y .

Lemma 16: [27] Let X be a non-empty (n × ∗)-interval. Then:

a. The set µ(X) is (⌈log n⌉ + 1)-smooth.

b. Either X is an extreme interval or there are ∆1, ∆2 ∈ R and two disjoint extreme intervals X1

and X2 s.t. X1∪X2 = X, µ(X1) is ∆1-smooth, µ(X2) is ∆2-smooth and ∆1 +∆2 = (⌈log n⌉+1).

Lemma 17: [27] For any 0 < ǫ and for any interval X ⊂ [0, 1) there is an (n × ∗)-interval Y ⊂ X s.t.
n < 4/ǫ and ‖X‖(1 − ǫ) ≤ ‖Y ‖.

6 The Intervals Technique

This section presents our second scheduling technique, the intervals technique. This technique allocates
disjoint sets of slots by allocating disjoint real intervals and applying our shuffle function µ on these
intervals. In order to avoid confusion between allocations of slots and allocations of intervals, we refer
to the latter as assigning; namely, we allocate sets of slots and assign intervals of real numbers.

In the intervals technique (in both frameworks) the dealers/clients are highly insensitive to each
other, as expressed by the following two properties which the recursive technique lacks. A client with
a rational rate can resolve his set of slots in O(1) time per slot using O(1) memory words on a RAM
whose width depends only on the rate of this (and no other) client. Namely, if his rate is a k-bit rational
then any Ω(k)-bit RAM will do. (Recall that in the recursive technique each resolver needs O(n) space
and the width of its RAM depends on the rates of many other clients/dealers.) The second property
is that the intervals technique enables piecewise allocation of slots; that is, slots can be allocated to
a client/dealer upon his arrival. This implies that in the flat scheduling framework the set allocated
to a client depends only on the previous clients; in the open-market framework the set allocated to a
dealer depends only on the set of his seller and on the rates of the previous buyers from this seller.
Actually, this dependency on the sets of the previous clients/dealers is very restricted — only the sum
of their rates (and not the manner this sum is divided into rates) is relevant. (In contrast, the recursive
technique can allocate slots to a client/dealer only after the rates of all other clients/buyers from the
relevant dealer are known).
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In the flat framework the intervals technique produces an 11-smooth allocation. Unfortunately, this
is under the restriction that the sum of the rates of the clients must not exceed 0.99. In other words,
the technique utilizes only 99% of the resource. (Recall that the recursive technique utilizes all of the
resource). The above numbers 0.99 and 11 are interdependent.

In the open-market framework the only restriction on the rates of the buyers is that their sum
is not greater than the rate of the seller. Unfortunately, the set of slots allocated to a dealer is not
necessarily smooth. (In the recursive technique these sets are smooth). However, any such set B has
an 11-smooth subset with rate 0.99 · rate(B). Thus, a dealer who intends to become a client with rate
ρ should buy a set with rate ρ′ = (1/0.99) · ρ, and use a 0.99 fraction of this set. We refer to such ρ
and ρ′ as the net rate and the gross rate of the buyer. Dealers buy and sell sets having the appropriate
gross rates while clients use sets having the appropriate net rate.

A natural extension of our scheduling problems concerns scheduling of several identical resources.
A straightforward extension of the intervals technique works in this case of multiple resources and
produces a scheduling having all the above desirable properties; this even under the restriction that a
client may be served concurrently by at most one resource.

The performance of the intervals technique in the flat framework is not better than its performance
in the more general open-market framework. Hence, we focus on the latter framework and the rest
of this section is organized as follows. Subsection 6.1 establishes the allocation stage, Subsection 6.2
presents the resolution algorithm and Subsection 6.3 presents the extension of the technique to multiple
resources.

6.1 The Allocation Process

The allocation performed by the intervals technique is based on Theorem 5 and Lemma 6(a) (but the
fast resolutions of the allocated sets do not follow from Theorem 5, but from additional properties of
our specific shuffle µ). The allocation process is composed of three stages. The first stage is applied to
all dealers while the other stages are applied only to dealers turning into clients. These last stages are
local ones, performed individually by each such dealer. The three stages are as follows:
The Dealers Stage: This stage assigns an interval X of length ρ′ to any dealer with gross rate ρ′;
the resulting set of slots, µ(X), has rate ρ′ but is not necessarily smooth. All those that buy from
a certain dealer receive disjoint sub-intervals of the interval of that dealer. Clearly, this stage can be
performed in a piece-wise manner, and so that the interval assigned to a buyer depends only on the
interval of its seller and on the sum of the rates of the previous buyers from this seller.

The objective of the last two stages is to ‘smooth’ and to adjust the rate of the allocated sets of slots.
For these stages, consider a dealer with gross rate ρ′ turning into a client with net rate ρ = 0.99 · ρ′.
The Smoothing Stage: This stage replaces the interval X of length ρ′ with an (n × j)-interval Y
s.t. Y ⊂ X, ‖Y ‖ ≥ 0.99 · ‖X‖, n ≤ 400 and j = log(1/ρ) + O(1). This Y is provided by Lemma 17
for X and ǫ = 0.01. Since ρ ≤ ‖Y ‖ = n · 2−j < 400 · 2−j , we have j = log(1/ρ) + O(1), as required. It
follows from Lemma 16 and from the fact that ⌈log 400⌉ = 9 that the resulting µ(Y ) is 10-smooth.
The Pruning Stage: This stage prunes, via set composition, the set µ(Y ) into a (ρ, 11)-smooth set
A. To that end, it picks a (ρ/‖Y ‖, 1)-smooth set B (as provided by Lemma 2) and set A = µ(Y ) ◦ B;
by Lemma 6(a), A is (ρ, 11)-smooth.

6.2 The Resolution Algorithm

This subsection shows that each client has an efficient resolver of constant time and space. This resolver
first resolves the set µ(Y ) produced by the Smoothing Stage and then prunes this set.

We first show that µ(Y ) can be resolved efficiently. To that end, for x ∈ R and j ∈ N, let ⌊x⌋j denote

the maximal j-bit-fraction which is not larger than x. In other words, ⌊x⌋j is the number obtained
from the binary expansion of x by deleting all the bits rightwards to, and including, the (j + 1)-th

position after the point. For j, n ∈ N, let νj(n) ,
⌊

µ−1(n)
⌋j

. The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 18: For any i ∈ N and for any (∗ × j)-interval Z: i ∈ µ(Z) iff νj(i) ∈ Z.

Our fast resolver is based on Lemma 18 and on efficient generation of the sequence 〈νj(0), νj(1), . . .〉.
For this generation, we use a special type of counter, as follows. A k-counter is a data type with only
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one operation. This operation increases the value of the counter by 1, modulo k, and returns the new
value. A (j, k)-bit-reversal counter, with k ≤ 2j , is identical to the k-counter, except that the increment
operation returns the j-bit reversal value of the counter; that is, if the j-bit binary expansion of the
current value of the counter is αj−1 · · ·α0 then the returned value is the binary number α0 · · ·αj−1.

By definition, the value returned by the i-th call to the (j, 2j)-bit-reversal counter is νj(i)·2j . Hence,
efficient implementation of this counter implies efficient generation of the sequence 〈νj(0), νj(1), . . .〉.

Lemma 19: For any k ≤ 2j , the (j, k)-bit-reversal counter can be implemented with O(1) time and
O(1) space on any Ω(j)-bit RAM.

Proof: Assume a (j+1)-bit RAM and that k = 2j ; the generalization of this case is straightforward.
The state of the counter is maintained by two words: v, which contains the value of the counter, and
r, which contains the j-bit reversal of v. Each increment updates the state of the counter as follows:

x ← ¬v ∧ (v + 1)
y ← 2j/x
v ← (v + 1) ∧ (¬2j)
r ← r + y + ⌊y/2⌋ − 2j

In this program, 2j and ¬2j are constants and x and y are temporary variables. It is not hard to verify
that this program indeed implements the (j, 2j)-bit-reversal counter.

Thus we have:

Lemma 20: For any j ∈ N, the infinite sequence 〈νj(0), νj(1), . . .〉 can be generated in O(1) space
and O(1) time per element on any Ω(j)-bit RAM.

The former lemma implies the following one:

Lemma 21: For any (∗ × j)-interval X, µ(X) can be resolved in O(1) time and O(1) space on any
Ω(j)-bit RAM.

Now we can summarize the resolution algorithm. Consider a client whose net rate ρ 6= 0 is a k-bit
rational, and let Y be the (∗ × j)-interval with j = log(1/ρ) + O(1) assigned to this client by the
Smoothing Stage. As said, the resolution algorithm has two stages, as follows.
Resolving µ(Y ): Since ρ is a k-bit rational and ρ > 0, we have ρ ≥ 1/2k. Thus, j = log(1/ρ)+O(1) ≤
log(2k) + O(1) = k + O(1). Hence, by Lemma 21, µ(Y ) can be resolved in O(1) time and O(1) space
on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.
Pruning µ(Y ): Let B be the 1-smooth set used by the Pruning Stage of the allocation and let
A = µ(Y ) ◦ B. By simple arithmetic, rate(B) is an O(k)-bit rational. Thus, by Lemma 8, B can be
resolved in O(1) time and O(1) space on any Ω(k)-bit RAM, and by Lemma 9, so can A.

This completes the resolution algorithm. The above construction leads to the following two theo-
rems, one for each framework. The first theorem summarizes the intervals technique in the open-market
context. (Recall that a dealer with gross rate ρ′ has net rate ρ = 0.99 · ρ′ and vice versa.)

Theorem 6: In the open-market context the intervals technique allocates to any dealer γ a set Aγ

with the appropriate gross rate. When γ becomes a client he is allocated an 11-smooth set A′
γ ⊂ Aγ

with the appropriate net rate. Moreover, if the net rate of γ is a k-bit rational then A′
γ can be resolved

in O(1) memory words and O(1) time per slot on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

Moreover, all the resolvers provided by Theorem 6 share the same program and can be generated in
polynomial time.

The following theorem summarizes the intervals technique in the flat scheduling context; this theo-
rem is a special case of Theorem 6, where all the clients buy directly from the initial dealer that owns
the entire resource.

Theorem 7: Let {ργ | γ ∈ Γ} be an instance of the flat scheduling problem s.t. Σγ∈Γ ργ ≤ 0.99. Then
there is an 11-smooth ρ-allocation {Aγ | γ ∈ Γ}. Moreover, for each client γ, if ργ is a k-bit rational
then Aγ has a resolver of O(1) memory words and O(1) time per slot on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.
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6.3 Multiple Resources

A natural extension of our work concerns scheduling of m identical resources where the sum of the rates
of the clients is (of course) at most m and the rate of each client is at most 1. If it is permitted to serve
a single client by several resources in one slot then it is easy to transform any scheduling technique of
a single resource into a scheduling technique of m identical resources , as follows. Split each slot into
m consecutive sub-slots; schedule the resulting infinite sequence of sub-slots by the given technique on
a single resource; replace the service provided by this resource during m consecutive sub-slots with the
equivalence service provided by m resources in a single slot.

However, in some applications (e.g., CPU scheduling) a client may be served concurrently by at most
one resource, and it was widely believed that this restriction “adds a surprising amount of difficulty”
(to the scheduling problem) [28, 12]. In this subsection we show that our intervals technique has a
straightforward extension to multiple resources, even under the restriction of no concurrent service.
This extension has all the desired properties of the intervals technique. In particular, its resolvers are
as efficient as those of the single resource case, and this even under the following additional burden
on a resolver: in each time-slot the resolver tells, not only if the client is served in this time-slot, but
also which resource serves it. Our extension has the additional interesting property that each client is
served (not concurrently) by at most two resources.

Let a service-slot denote the atomic unit of service — servicing a single client by a single resource
in a single time-slot. A system of m resources produces, in each time-slot, m service-slots, one by each
resource. These service-slots are the entities that are allocated to the clients. Consider a system of m
identical resources and let m be henceforth fixed. Formally, the service-slots are the members of the
Cartesian product N × {0, · · · , m − 1} where 〈i, j〉 denotes the service-slot produced by the (j + 1)-th
resource in the i-th time-slot.

In the following we adjust several notations of the context of a single resource to fit the context
of multiple resources. Let Γ be a set of clients. A Γ-allocation is a system {Sγ | γ ∈ Γ} of disjoint
sets of service-slots. Clearly, we are interested in allocations having certain properties, as follows. A
set S of service-slots is non-concurrent if any two of its members correspond to distinct time-slots. A
Γ-allocation {Sγ | γ ∈ Γ} is non-concurrent if each Sγ is non-concurrent. As said, we are interested in
non-concurrent Γ-allocations.

For a set S of service-slots, let π1(S) denote the projection of S on its first coordinate — the natural

numbers. Define rate(S) , rate(π1(S)) if S is non-concurrent and otherwise rate(S) is undefined. A set
S is ∆-smooth ((ρ, ∆)-smooth) if S is non-concurrent and π1(S) is ∆-smooth ((ρ, ∆)-smooth). Given
a rate function ρ over Γ, a ρ-allocation is a Γ-allocation {Sγ ⊂ N | γ ∈ Γ} with rate(Sγ) = ργ . Such an
allocation is ∆-smooth if every Sγ is ∆-smooth; the allocation is smooth if it is ∆-smooth for some ∆.
A resolver of a non-concurrent set S of service-slots resolves in each time-slot i whether i ∈ π1(S), and
if so computes the resource j s.t. 〈i, j〉 ∈ S.

As in the single resource case, our extension applies a reduction from allocation of slots to allocation
of intervals; however, it allocates sub-intervals of [0, m) rather than of the unit interval. Thus, the
extension is based on a one-to-one partial function µ̂ from the real interval [0, m) onto the set N ×
{0, . . . , m − 1} of service-slots s.t. an interval of length ρ < 1 is mapped onto a non-concurrent set of
service-slots with rate ρ. Moreover, the interval [i− 1, i) is mapped onto the service-slots produced by
the i-th resource. This partial function µ̂ : [0, m) → N × {0, . . . , m − 1} is defined as follows:

µ̂(x) ,

{

undefined µ(x mod 1) is undefined

〈µ(x mod 1), ⌊x⌋〉 otherwise

The following lemma follows directly from the definition of µ̂ and from the fact that µ is a shuffle; the
specific definition of µ is irrelevant as far as this lemma is concerned. The lemma uses the following
terminology: A real interval is semi-open if it is open on one side and closed on the other; i.e., it is of
the form of [x, y) or (x, y] for some x, y ∈ R.

Lemma 22: For any semi-open interval X ⊂ [0, m) with ‖X‖ ≤ 1, µ̂(X) is non-concurrent and
rate(µ̂(X)) = ‖X‖.

In this section we also adjust the notation of (n × j)-intervals and its derivatives by replacing the
requirement that these intervals are sub-intervals of the unit interval by the requirement that these
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intervals are sub-intervals of [0, m). Many lemmas concerning these intervals also hold for the adjusted
notations. In particular, we use the adjusted variants of the following two lemmas: Lemma 16 and
Lemma 17 where the interval X is a sub-interval of [0, m) whose length is at most 1 and at most 2,
respectively.

The Allocation Process

Again, we present our extension in the open-market context. The allocation process in the case of mul-
tiple resources follows closely that of the single resource case. It has the same three stages augmented
with an additional one. Again, clients perform all the stages while dealers perform only the first one.
The Dealers Stage: This stage assigns an interval X of length ρ′ to any dealer with gross rate ρ′.
These intervals are sub-intervals of [0, m), rather than of [0, 1) and their length may be greater than 1.
The Smoothing Stage: This stage replaces the interval X by an (n × j)-interval Y s.t. Y ⊂ X,
‖Y ‖ ≥ 0.99 · ‖X‖, n ≤ 400 and j ≤ log(1/ρ) + O(1); such an interval Y exists by (the adjusted version
of) Lemma 17. Note that the length of Y might be greater than 1 (but is less than 1/0.99).
The Chopping Stage: This is the additional stage which replaces Y by a sub-interval Y ′ having
all the above properties of Y with the additional property that the length of Y ′ is at most 1. (The
intervals Y and Y ′ may be identical.) By (the adjusted version of) Lemma 16, the resulting set of
service-slots, µ̂(Y ′), is 10-smooth.
The Pruning Stage: This stage prunes, via set composition, the set µ̂(Y ′) into a (ρ, 11)-smooth set
S of service-slots.

The Resolution Algorithm

Recall that a resolver of the above S needs to tell, for each time-slot, not only if the client is served in
this time-slot but also which resource serves it. The resolution is similar to that of the single resource
case and has the same two stages, as follows.
Resolving µ̂(Y ′): The above (n× j)-interval Y ′ is of the form (Z1 + l)∪ (Z2 + l +1) where l ∈ N and
Z1 and Z2 are disjoint (∗×j)-intervals which are sub-intervals of [0, 1). Lemma 21 and the definition of
µ̂ imply that µ̂(Y ′) can be resolved (in the stronger sense) in O(1) time and O(1) space on any Ω(j)-bit
RAM. If the net rate ρ is a k bit rational, then j = k + O(1); thus, a Ω(k)-bit RAM is applicable.
Pruning µ̂(Y ′): The above µ̂(Y ′) is pruned, by set composition, into the set S, as in the single
resource case.

The following Theorem summarizes the extension of the intervals technique to multiple resources
in the open-market context.

Theorem 8: Consider a system of m identical resources. In the open-market context our extension
assigns to any dealer γ a real interval Xγ ⊂ [0, m) whose length is the gross rate of γ. When γ becomes
a client he is allocated a (non-concurrent) 11-smooth set of service-slots, Sγ , with the appropriate net
rate. Moreover, if the net rate of γ is a k-bit rational then Sγ can be resolved in O(1) time and O(1)
space on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

The following theorem summarizes our extension in the flat scheduling context and is a special case
of Theorem 8, as in the single resource case.

Theorem 9: Consider a system of m identical resources and let {ργ | γ ∈ Γ} be an instance of the
flat allocation problem s.t.

∑

γ∈Γ
ργ ≤ 0.99 · m and each ργ ≤ 1. Then there is a (non-concurrent)

11-smooth ρ-allocation {Sγ | γ ∈ Γ}. Moreover, for each client γ, if ργ is a k-bit rational then Sγ can
be resolved in O(1) time and O(1) space on any Ω(k)-bit RAM.

7 An Application

Here is an application that illustrates the advantages of the open-market framework and the distributed
and predictable nature of our approach. They enable cascading of several virtual communication links
into a single virtual link in a distributed open-market manner, as follows. Consider two cables, one
from London to New York and the other from New York to Tokyo. Assume that these cables are
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multiplexed at the packet level in the same manner as our slot oriented resource and assume that the
duration of a time-slot, as well as the volume transmitted in each time-slot, is identical in both cables.
There is no buffering associated with the cables; i.e., a client is responsible to deliver his packets to
one end of the cable at the appropriate slots and to receive them immediately when they emerge at
the other end.

An entrepreneur dealer who buys, in our open-market framework, two (ρ, ∆)-smooth sets of slots,
one of each cable, can create a virtual link from London to Tokyo by installing a device in New York
that forwards his packet-stream from the first cable to the appropriate slots of the second cable. It
is not hard to see [26] that this device needs to store less than 2∆ packets and that the delay of this
newly created virtual link is less than 2∆/ρ + D, when D is the sum of the delays of the two physical
cables. The delay of the virtual link should be constant; to this end, the dealer installs another device
in Tokyo which delays the packets so that they all have the same accumulated delay, equal to the above
bound. This device needs no time-stamp and works as follows. Let A be the set of slots of the first
cable owned by our dealer; the device resolves the slots of A delayed appropriately and releases packets
only on those slots. It is not hard to see [26] that this device needs to store at most 3∆ packets. Our
dealer can now sell fractions of this new London-Tokyo virtual link to dealers or clients. The fact that
this virtual link passes through two physical cables is transparent to the buyers.

As mentioned in Section 2, the above is an example of an application for which the framework of
the periodic scheduling problem is unsuitable. Recall that under this framework there is a set of n
tasks (clients) and each task γ is associated with two natural numbers eγ ≤ pγ . The schedule has
to allocate the resource to a task γ for exactly eγ time-slots in each interval [pγk, pγ(k + 1)) for all
k ∈ N. Consider the above application, and assume that our entrepreneur dealer buys a fraction of
(j+1)/(2j) of each cable, where j is an arbitrary large number, and those fractions are scheduled as per
the periodic scheduling problem. It is possible that in an interval [2j ·k, 2j · (k+1)), our dealer receives
the first j +1 slots of the London-New York cable and the last j +1 slots of the New York-Tokyo cable.
In this case, each of the devices needs to store Ω(j) packets and the delay of the virtual link is also
Ω(j). As described above, under a smooth schedule these numbers are bounded by small constants
which are independent of j.
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